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Notes:

This report makes no mention of, nor claims against the UK referendum result. This is a matter for 
the incumbent Government and the Houses of Parliament to debate. This report is concerned solely 
with potential criminal conduct during the campaign and is not exhaustive. Other sources may 
provide additional material relating to any other part at any time.

This report does not raise questions of guilt, only matters of suspicion for proper investigation.

The Test:

The test to be applied at this stage is one of reasonable suspicion, a low threshold.

Matters of Privilege:

It is to be noted that the acts and individuals herein are not to be considered to the privileges of 
Parliament. These were not acts of government, nor were they performed as part of Parliamentary 
activity within the commons. These are the acts of individuals campaigning in public forum and 
should not be exempted and in any case it is well established by the Speaker that privilege is not 
and has never been intended to help a member escape any investigation of criminal law.

Summary:

Vote Leave is the official campaign of members of Parliament and supporting groups setting out one
side of the EU Referendum debate. The website address is http://www.voteleavetakecontrol.org

It must be noted that this website was taken offline for a period of time in the days following the 
election and the alteration of any content during that period cannot currently be commented upon, 
though cached copies are circulating on the internet and must be checked for comparison. 

The website (as at 04/07/2016) is back in place. The section entitled 'Briefings' gives a numbers of 
headings, each giving information which is accompanied by the word FACT in a red stamp font 
effect. 

For example:

http://www.voteleavetakecontrol.org/


It is easily verifiable, using sources such as the Treasury or the ONS, to see that these figures are in 
fact misleading at best, untrue at worst, yet are clearly and expressly stated to be FACT.

For example:

As regards the first statement which gives a total EU contribution since 1973, it is incorrect. It does 
not account for the rebate received over the same period, which adjust the figure significantly 
downwards to £350 billion over the same period.

In respect of the weekly or yearly figures, again they are incorrect. £350 million a week and £20 
billion a year also misses out the rebate. These are the figures we would pay to the EU without the 
rebate, but the UK actually pays just under £250 million a week.

The UK Statistics Authority confirms that the EU membership fee figure of £19 billion a year, or 
£350 million a week, is "not an amount of money that the UK pays to the EU each year". This is 
because the rebate applies at source and is thereby deducted before money is sent to Brussels. (i.e. if
the annual gross figure were £18 billion, the UK would only ever pay £13 billion at the outset).

This formula is well documented, publicly available, and certainly well known in Parliament. And 
this does not include the further grant and targeted spending which the UK receives from the EU 
directly in return for membership. In 2015 this was a figure of £4.5 billion which was spent on 
poorer areas and agriculture, and reduced the Net 2015 figure to £8.5 billion.

In the more innocuous sections of the website extracts of speeches can be found which confirm that 
the headline figures broadly used are known to be misleading yet take prominence on both the 
Battle Bus and the headline sections marked as 'Fact'. 

For example, this extract is from a joint statement by Michael Gove, Boris Johnson and Gisela 
Stuart on the 3rd of June 2016:

“After we Vote Leave on 23 June, the Government should use some of the billions saved from 
leaving the EU to give at least a £100 million per week cash transfusion to the NHS.



This money will be over and above the commitment that the Prime Minister rightly made at the last 
election to an £8 billion real terms increase.

How can we pay for this additional spending? From the money we save from leaving the EU.

The UK’s gross budget contribution is currently over £19 billion or £350 million per week. 
According to Treasury estimates, this will increase to nearly £400 million per week by 2020.

We get some cash back through a negotiated rebate and some other money we hand over to the EU 
is spent here in the UK on areas like farm subsidies.

But the rebate is not a fixed benefit anchored in the treaties. It is there only by the consent of other 
EU nations, it has to be negotiated, it has already been reduced, and if we vote to stay it can, and 
will, be whittled away.

If we Vote Leave, we take back control of the whole sum. We will no longer be dependent on other 
countries to protect the money we get back in our rebate. And we will continue to support farming, 
science, universities and poorer areas of the UK with the money they currently receive from the EU.

That would mean we would then be able to spend all of our net EU contribution of £10.6 billion on 
our priorities like the NHS and cutting VAT on fuel”.

The disparity between headline FACTs and reality is indisputable.

We are, however, dealing with a website alone. According the last annual report on internet usage, 
only 72% of adults use a computer every day, with 32% of adults over 65 never having done so.

In short, the potential impact of the FACT claims on the website alone are limited to a maximum 
exposure of within the population. Web traffic data will, however give a clear picture of how many 
visits the website received and how many times the FACT pages were viewed, as well as the other 
pages, if at all.

The below graph from the ONS shows the computer usage data.



The correct and varied sources providing the EU figures are, in the main, accessible by internet 
alone and were not extensively reported in the mainstream media during the campaign.

The Leave Campaign was not, however, restricted to the website.

For one, there was a 'Battle Bus' which was driven up and down the country, in general with Boris 
Johnson and Michael Gove accompanying it. The bus bore the following design:



As above, the £350 million figure is incorrect and plainly known to be so. This time the sentence 
directly attached implies that the figure will be used directly to fund the health service. As shown 
above, this is also known to be incorrect in this context making the statement on the bus both 
expressly and implicitly misleading.

Pictures of the bus and quotes regarding the statement on its side were broadly reported in national 
and local press during the campaign, and on broadcast media such as the BBC.

It is extremely important to note that another key element of the campaign was the slogan “we've 
had enough of experts”. Overwhelmingly, the weight of expert opinion set out more negatives than 
benefits to the campaign's end game and also discredited a number of campaign representations, 
such as those above.

The vote was cast on the 23rd of June 2016 and 52% of voters (17,000,000 people) voted to leave 
the European Union. The referendum turnout was 71.8% with over 30,000,000 people voting. 

Within the voting demographic, the large majority of Leave votes came from older age groups.

These votes were significantly less likely to have been influenced by the internet, according to the 



usage data above. So the bus and the commentary around its statement is statistically more likely to 
have played a key role in voter decision making.

Following the referendum vote, it was revealed that there was not that figure of money and that it 
could not be spent on the NHS. This caused a broadly reported and broadcast furore. Even members
of the House of Lords have made statements to the effect that the 'the public were deceived'. A 
number of leave campaigners themselves retreated to the position 'it was an aspiration' when 
challenged over the issue.

The same could be said of pledges to reduce immigration, which were retracted by Daniel Hannan 
after the vote.

For the sake of simplicity, none of the other FACTs have been explored within this document, but 
they largely face the same level of collapse when placed under scrutiny.

For example:

A trade pledge states that the average time for a fresh trade agreement is almost immediate. Using 
the well reported case of Canada, it has been seven years to date, to reach an initial agreement, with 
two years further to run, at least.
Or;
The EU control the laws of our police and security services. This is incorrect. The UK Parliament 
legislates for itself but is subjected to scrutiny in the European Courts, which is a separate and well 
known issue.

It is accurate to say that nobody thought the Leave Campaign would win, but it would be irrational 
to suggest that winning was not their intention. When Boris Johnson was doorstepped by Sky News 
having bowed out of the leadership contest in the wake of the allegations of having deceived the 
nation, he said words to the effect of “I can't get on with the job I was going to do”.

The waters become murky when the unofficial Leave Campaign, led by Nigel Farage as head of 
UKIP, are added. However, in the eyes of the public, it is largely clear that the two campaigns were 
broadly inseparable, which is a cause of further concern and the truth of links between the two 
should be explored.

In short:

People in elected positions of public trust made representations of misleading and inaccurate 
information and statements in a variety of formats, over a period of months and via different media, 
in order to secure a desired outcome in the form of an action by members of the British public.

It is necessary to establish matters of loss, gain and intent around those factors. This however shall 
be restricted to headline points because these are matters for investigation.

Where there gains to be made / gains made?

Personal gains - in the form of cabinet positions, promotion up to and including Prime Minister (a 
substantial pay rise of tens of thousands of pounds - £143,000 p.a. up from £72,000 p.a.)

Investment gains – it was commonly forecast that stock market turmoil would be the result of a vote
to Leave the EU, in particular there were gains to be made from investments in minerals and gilts. 
The links between the named individuals and investment banks must be explored as a matter of the 



investigation.

Article 50 – in the context of Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty, which will need to be triggered, there 
is significant potential for enhanced gains to be made through the negotiation process. This is a 
complex area and will need to be explored by investigation.

Was there exposure to a risk of loss?

Overwhelming, yes. UK Businesses and Stock markets, international business and stock markets, 
and subsequently the general public of this country and other nations worldwide were exposed to a 
risk of loss. Not only, however, through turmoil stock trading, but through economic recession, 
currency market falls and rises, sector contractions, necessary Quantitative Easing measures and 
credit downgrades which will impact upon public spending. The negative forecast before this result 
is one of the only occasions upon which all economists have agreed and spoken with a unified 
voice. The risk were clear to all.

Has loss occurred?

Though this is largely moot, due to the wording of the offence and which includes temporary loss 
(as cited below), yes. On the first day of trading after the vote, $1.5 trillion was wiped from the 
world's stock markets. The Pound has lost 10% of its value and the FTSE 250 remains around 5% 
down in value. The Bank of England has had to commit up to £250 billion to a preventative QE 
programme. Initial economic forecasts suggest recession which will affect the whole country and 
the ripple effect is clear across the other European nations, likely to suffer similar. Investment in the
UK has been all but suspended, the property market has lost 5% of its value already, construction 
PMI has dropped below 50, a number of companies are looking to leave the UK altogether (at the 
cost of jobs and tax revenue) and the Chancellor has all but committed to a reduction in Corporation
Tax, which will dent tax revenue. In respect of the Sterling, our import market – upon which we 
largely rely – will now see a real cost increase, whereas exports will generate less income. Further, a
number of research programmes have already been suspended and regions such as Cornwall have 
lost significant redevelopment funds. The UK current account is likely falter and, as interest rates 
may have to be cut, savings will be damaged.

These are very real losses and have been incurred in one week. They affect companies all over the 
world and employees, too.

Intent:

The test of intent is subjective (R v Ghosh) and the two part test is set out below in the included 
CPS guidance. Fraud is a relatively simple offence by its composition and the position of the Crown
Prosecution Service is clear that “The question of dishonesty' is one for the jury and submissions of
no case to answer should not be acceded to based only on the issue of dishonesty.”

It is worth noting that the persons named occupy positions of privilege and trust and our bound by a
code of conduct. They are fully aware of the impeccable standards expected of them. Making the 
representations once may have been an error, repeating them even in the face of dire warning and 
correction shows a wilful choice, namely an intent and abuse of position, to at least expose the 
general public, public purse and all UK companies to a risk of loss.

Offences:

It is possible to consider either Fraud by False Representation at Section 2 of the Fraud Act 2006 or 



Fraud by Abuse of Position at Section 4 of the Act in the circumstances as set out. It is worth 
contemplating, in abstract, a comparison to Phishing in this context.

Public Interest:

It is entirely in the public interest to pursue this investigation.

Primary Suspects:

The most prominent and recognisable figures are:

Boris Johnson, MP
Michael Gove. MP
Daniel Hannan, MEP
Nigel Farage MEP
Douglas Carswell MEP

The full board and committee of the Leave campaign is as follows:

Rt Hon Gisela Stuart MP (Chairman)

Martin Bellamy

Harriet Bridgeman

Peter Cruddas

Nigel Dodds MP

Suzanne Evans

Lord Forsyth

Alan Halsall

Daniel Hodson (Chairman, Compliance Committee)

Bernard Jenkin MP

Christopher Montgomery

Jon Moynihan (Chairman, Finance Committee)

Graham Stringer MP

Anne-Marie Trevelyan MP

Victoria Woodcock (Company Secretary)

Rt Hon Michael Gove MP (Co-Convener) *

Rt Hon Gisela Stuart MP (Co-Convener) *

Matthew Elliott (Chief Executive) *

Dominic Cummings (Campaign Director) *

Steve Baker MP



Ian Davidson *

Nigel Dodds MP

Rt Hon Iain Duncan Smith MP

Rt Hon Frank Field MP

Lord Forsyth

Rt Hon Liam Fox MP

Rt Hon Chris Grayling MP

Dan Hannan MEP

Boris Johnson MP *

Paul Keetch

Lord Lawson

Andrea Leadsom MP

John Longworth

Lord Owen

Rt Hon Priti Patel MP

Dominic Raab MP

Graham Stringer MP

Rt Hon Theresa Villiers MP

Rt Hon John Whittingdale MP

* Denotes the core group which will coordinate between campaign committee meetings and meet 
on a daily basis.



Legislation - Fraud Act 2006:

“1 Fraud

(1)A person is guilty of fraud if he is in breach of any of the sections listed in subsection (2) (which 
provide for different ways of committing the offence).

(2)The sections are—

(a)section 2 (fraud by false representation),

(b)section 3 (fraud by failing to disclose information), and

(c)section 4 (fraud by abuse of position).”

“2 Fraud by false representation

(1)A person is in breach of this section if he—

(a)dishonestly makes a false representation, and

(b)intends, by making the representation—

(i)to make a gain for himself or another, or

(ii)to cause loss to another or to expose another to a risk of loss.

(2)A representation is false if—

(a)it is untrue or misleading, and

(b)the person making it knows that it is, or might be, untrue or misleading.

(3)“Representation” means any representation as to fact or law, including a representation as to 
the state of mind of—

(a)the person making the representation, or

(b)any other person.

(4)A representation may be express or implied.

(5)For the purposes of this section a representation may be regarded as made if it (or anything 
implying it) is submitted in any form to any system or device designed to receive, convey or respond
to communications (with or without human intervention).”

“4 Fraud by abuse of position

(1)A person is in breach of this section if he—



(a)occupies a position in which he is expected to safeguard, or not to act against, the financial 
interests of another person,

(b)dishonestly abuses that position, and

(c)intends, by means of the abuse of that position—

(i)to make a gain for himself or another, or

(ii)to cause loss to another or to expose another to a risk of loss.

(2)A person may be regarded as having abused his position even though his conduct consisted of an
omission rather than an act.”

“5 - “Gain” and “loss”

(1)The references to gain and loss in sections 2 to 4 are to be read in accordance with this section.

(2)“Gain” and “loss”—

(a)extend only to gain or loss in money or other property;

(b)include any such gain or loss whether temporary or permanent;

and “property” means any property whether real or personal (including things in action and other 
intangible property).

(3)“Gain” includes a gain by keeping what one has, as well as a gain by getting what one does not 
have.

(4)“Loss” includes a loss by not getting what one might get, as well as a loss by parting with what 
one has.”



CPS Guidance - Fraud Act 2006:

“In many cases fraud will also be theft. Prosecutors should bear in mind
• Theft carries a lower minimum sentence;

• The actus reus requirement for fraud is far less;

• The credit/debit status of any bank accounts debited is irrelevant to the Fraud Act offences. 
All that is in issue is the Defendant's right to use the account;

• It is not necessary to prove or demonstrate any consequences of fraud (though they will 
clearly be material to sentence, compensation and confiscation). "Preddy" type difficulties 
will not arise (where the property obtained had not belonged to another); 

• Fraud Act offences do not require an intent permanently to deprive;

• A charge should describe what actually happened and reflect the true criminality; and

• The indictment should be as simple as reasonably possible.”

The Offences

Section 1 creates a general offence of fraud and introduces three ways of committing it set out in 
Sections 2, 3 and 4. 

• Fraud by false representation (Section 2); 

• Fraud by failure to disclose information when there is a legal duty to do so (Section 3); and 

• Fraud by abuse of position (Section 4).

In each case: 

• the defendant's conduct must be dishonest; 

• his/her intention must be to make a gain; or cause a loss or the risk of a loss to another. 

• No gain or loss needs actually to have been made. 

• The maximum sentence is 10 years' imprisonment.

Fraud by false representation (Section 2)

The defendant: 

• made a false representation 

• dishonestly 

• knowing that the representation was or might be untrue or misleading 

• with intent to make a gain for himself or another, to cause loss to another or to expose 
another to risk of loss.



The offence is entirely focused on the conduct of the defendant. 

Fraud by abuse of position (Section 4)

The defendant: 

• occupies a position in which he was expected to safeguard, or not to act against, the 
financial interests of another person 

• abused that position 
• dishonestly 
• intending by that abuse to make a gain/cause a loss

The abuse may consist of an omission rather than an act.

Like the other two Section 1 offences, Section 4 is entirely offender focused. It is complete once the 
Defendant carries out the act that is the abuse of his position. It is immaterial whether or not he is 
successful in his enterprise and whether or not any gain or loss is actually made.

As with all the Section 1 offences, though there need be no consequences to the offending, the 
existence and extent of those consequences will be very material to sentence, compensation and 
confiscation. It will still therefore be necessary to gather that evidence. In many instances it is the 
fact of the gain or loss that will prove the Defendant's dishonesty beyond reasonable doubt. 

The Elements of the Offences

False representation

Section 2 (2) defines the meaning of "false" and Section 2 (3) defines the meaning of 
"representation".

A "representation" means any representation as to fact or law, including a representation as to the 
state of mind of the person making the representation or any other person (Section 2 (3)). An 
example of the latter might be where a defendant claims that a third party intends to carry out a 
certain course of action perhaps to make a will in someone's favour. It may be difficult to prove to 
the necessary standard that the Defendant knew the state of mind of a third party, but easier to 
prove that he knew what it might be.

A representation may be express or implied (Section 2 (4)). It can be stated in words or 
communicated by conduct. There is no limitation on the way in which the representation may be 
expressed.

A representation can be made by omission, for example, by omitting to mention previous 
convictions or County Court Judgements on an application form.

An offence may be completed when the defendant fails to correct a false impression after a change 
in circumstances from the original representation (if the representation may be regarded as a 
continuing series of representations).

A representation can be made to a machine (Section 2 (5)), for example, where a person enters a 
number into a CHIP and PIN machine or a bank ATM; or gives false credit card details to the voice
activated software on a telephone line; or gives false credit card details to a supermarket website to



obtain groceries.

Evidence is necessary to prove that the defendant communicated the false representation to a 
person or to a machine. It is not relevant whether the false representation is believed or has any 
affect on any other person.

In some cases it will not be necessary to call evidence from a victim, but prosecutors should bear in
mind that a victim who is not named on an indictment or in a TIC cannot be compensated.

Untrue or misleading

A representation is defined as "false" if it is untrue or misleading and the person making it knows 
that it is, or might be, untrue or misleading. Actual knowledge that the representation might be 
untrue is required not awareness of a risk that it might be untrue.
Dishonestly

The definition in R v Ghosh [1982] 1QB 1053 applies: 

• was what was done dishonest by the ordinary standards of reasonable and honest people? 
• must the defendant have realised that what he/she was doing was, by those standards, 

dishonest?

The question of dishonesty' is one for the jury and submissions of no case to answer should not be 
acceded to based only on the issue of dishonesty.

Gain or loss

"Gain "and "loss" are defined in section 5 of the Act. The definition is essentially the same as in 
Section 34 of the Theft Act.

Gain and loss extends only to gain and loss in money or other property (Section 5 (2) (a)), whether 
temporary or permanent (Section 5 (2) (b)) and means any property whether real or personal 
including things in action and other intangible property (Section 5 (2) (b)).

"Gain" includes a gain by keeping what one has, as well as a gain by getting what one does not 
have (Section 5 (3)).

"Loss" includes a loss by not getting what one might get as well as a loss by parting with what one 
has (Section 5 (4)).

The Defendant must intend to make the gain or cause the loss by means of the false representation.

The breadth of conduct to which Section 2 applies is much wider than the old Theft Act deception 
offences because no gain or loss need actually be made. It is the Defendant's ultimate intention that
matters. If the Defendant gets information by making a false representation, intending ultimately to 
make a gain or cause a loss within the meaning of Section 5 by doing so, he will have committed a 
Section 2 offence.

Abuse of a position

The "position" required by section 4 is one that may be described as a position of trust.  It could 
include company directors, trustees, business partners or employees. In many cases it will be one 



where there is a legal 'fiduciary' duty; but such a duty is not essential. It is, however, a position that 
carries something more than a moral obligation.

The Law Commission explained the meaning of "position" as follows:

    "The necessary relationship will be present between trustee and beneficiary, director and 
company, professional person and client, agent and principal, employee and employer, or between 
partners. It may arise otherwise, for example within a family, or in the context of voluntary work, or
in any context where the parties are not at arm's length. In nearly all cases where it arises, it will be
recognised by the civil law as importing fiduciary duties, and any relationship that is so recognised 
will suffice. We see no reason, however, why the existence of such duties should be essential. This 
does not, of course, mean that it would be entirely a matter for the fact finders whether the 
necessary relationship exists. The question whether the particular facts alleged can properly be 
described as giving rise to that relationship will be an issue capable of being ruled on by the judge 
and, if the case goes to the jury, of being the subject of directions."

The terms "financial interests" and "abuse" are not defined in the Act and so may be taken to have 
their ordinary meaning.

Note that the section refers to a person who "occupies a position in which he is expected ... ". The 
person who no longer occupies that position when, for example, he uses information properly 
gained while "in post" dishonestly, does not commit an offence. He may do so if there is a 
contractual obligation that extends beyond his departure from the post. He will, however, be guilty 
of an offence if he took steps to plan his actions while "in post" and put the plan into action after 
leaving the post or after the relationship ceased.


